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Since establishing in 1985, RODECO has 

developed into one of Sweden’s leading 

manufacturer and supplier of play areas. 

Playgrounds from RODECO is found in 

shopping centers, malls, shops, water parks 

and in public spaces. RODECO products is of 

high quality and made to last for many years 

with minimal maintenance.
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Imagine the time when  
you were a kid 
The best play experience then was probably sprung from your own 
imagination. Maybe you found some exiting pieces of wood for building 
a treehouse and if finding the perfect tree it was a success. But even if 
you didn’t, the adventure would always be around the corner – a rock 
to climb, a fence to balance on top of or an arbor to hide in. To play 
was a true adventure but not always a completely safe on. Scratches 
and bruises tells us about the, not always, so thought ? environment for 
playing from the past.

Developing playgrounds that is both safe and exciting is a true 
challenge. Something we have done well at RODECO. With carefully 
tested shock absorbing floors, safe heights and approved materials we 
are manufacturing and delivering fantasy boosting experiences!

Great moments of play is good for kids, attracts an audience and is 
in that way great for business. That is a few reasons to why your next 
investment should be a place to meet that suits all ages – manufactured 
and produced by RODECO

HOW KIDS PLAY 4
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Children are entitled to play
It was settled in Article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights of 
the Child. Today, therefore, more playgrounds are built than ever. In 
each residential area, public environment, school or mall there is or 
is planned a play environment that is public attracting. The demands 
are high - they should be very safe, last for many years and be filled 
with fun experiences. In addition to that, a modern playground should 
not use pointers to show kids how to play. The children themselves 
will have to figure out, try and in that way develop their imagination 
and motor skills. Gladly along with the adult.

RODECO’s high quality play environments have been developed 
over the decades, while many good standards and regulations to 
protect children from injuries and dangers of various kinds, have 
been introduced. As a manufacturer and supplier, we adapt to 
international requirements for safety, materials and durability. But in 
many areas we are one step ahead the legislation and have developed 
our own secure solutions and working material combinations. in our 
production, we have always sought efficient material use, recyclability 
and good working environment.

PopUpPlay is a future-proof, great 
solution developed by RODECO to 
easily create a fun play area on 
small or unused surfaces. The play 
area of 2-20 sqm makes PopUpPlay 
incredibly easy to install and easy 
to change and expand. It contains 
toys for different ages and is easy 
to install. The playground is easy to 
move if the surface is needed for 
other activities.

HOW KIDS PLAY 6

POPUPPLAY
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Indoor play areas 
that fits everywhere

Attract visitors with a fun play area for 
the kids. Large or small surfaces do not 
matter. Areas can be designed for many 
children and active play, while really small 
spaces and nooks can be filled with fun 
and exciting play for all ages.

Our indoor playgrounds are ready made systems where 
appearance and size are designed as needed. It is pays 
quickly to equip a surface with a play area that attracts an 
audience and at the same time is profiling.

A new concept from RODECO is our PopUpPlay. It is a 
play area for small or earlier unused surfaces. They are 
compact, easy to assemble and are removable if the 
surface is needed for other arrangements.

All RODECO play areas are equipped with soft floors, safe 
drops and secure materials. This makes our play areas 
sustainable, safe and fun. 

Decide on a area for the game - we’ll make sure that it is 
installed on the right spot.

www.rodeco.se       8     Tel 0120-299 80

Is there a play 

area for rent?

Look for this symbol to see if the play 

area is for rent.If you need advice - 

contact us! 

(Only available for a limited number of countries 

outside of Sweden)
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A compact and sturdy play area for small surfaces. Can also be adapted for outdoor 
environment

www.rodeco.se       9     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 2 sqm

art.no 102-50571 POPUPPLAY



www.rodeco.se       10     Tel 0120-299 80

A small play area equipped with an interactive game console. The games are of different 
difficulty and fits several ages.

Indoor play 4 sqm

art.no102-50575
POPUPPLAY





A sturdy seating area with integrated interactive screens, where children can play several 
different games of varying difficulty. This play area is suitable for smaller stores and 
common areas. The kids are activated while the parents make their purchases.

POPUPPLAY

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       12     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 4,7 sqm

art.no 102-50520

Indoor play 3,2 sqm

art.no 102-50519





A simple but exciting play area with products that can be adapted for outdoor environment. 
In this area kids can activate themselves for between five to ten minutes.

www.rodeco.se       14     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor 4 sqm

art.no 102-50541
POPUPPLAY



A compact and easy to place play area, equipped with a  interactive display with games in 
different difficulty levels and for varying ages.

www.rodeco.se       15     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 4,6 sqm

art.no102-50578
POPUPPLAY



A small play area perfect for a corner or unused space. Here’s an interactive screen that 
contains several games with different difficulty levels for different ages. Two play modules 
with simple crafts activates the kids between five and ten minutes.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       16     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 4,6 sqm

art.no 102-50570



Rent or buy it! This is a small and well equipped pop up play for small surfaces. The 
interactive display contains several games for different ages.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       17     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 6 sqm

art.no 102-50572



The wallpaper creates a summer feeling in this efficient and playful landscape. The 
meadow invites to jumping och balancing exercises and those who dare can climb into the 
ring. On the wall there are two play modules for calm activities.

Wallpaper
 included

www.rodeco.se       18     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 7 sqm

art.no 102-50573



Oh, lets take a stroll in the woods! In this play area there are several challanges. An 
interactive display with games or movies and two play modules that activate children of 
different ages.

www.rodeco.se       19     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 9 sqm

art.no 102-50566

Wallpaper
 included



This is a small and sturdy play area. Climb up and slide down into the small pond, hide 
among the junipers or practice the balance on the hills.

www.rodeco.se       20     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 10,2 sqm

art.no 102-50574
POPUPPLAY



Rent or buy this compact and efficient play area. The products included can be adapted for 
outdoor play. Activates chlidren for five to ten minutes.

www.rodeco.se       21     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 10,2 sqm

art.no 102-50564 POPUPPLAY



This play area can be placed everywhere! Here you can climb and slide. Choose between 
pop up play or a fixed installation.

www.rodeco.se       22     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 13,5 sqm

art.no 102-50611
POPUPPLAY



In this play area, color is the star. The adventure begins in a cave and among the hills. In 
the middle of the island there is a challange for the older kids – a quant!

www.rodeco.se       23     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 15 sqm

art.no 102-50530
POPUPPLAY



It’s time for a escape into the nature. Jump, climb and crawl in the summer meadow. 
Practice balance or hide in the cave!

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       24     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 16 sqm

art.no 102-50529





Kids like to climb on the summer’s most beautiful rainbow. The smooth surface is a fun 
challange for the older kids. Among the rocks and junipers children can sneek and play 
peekaboo.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       26     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 16 sqm

art.no 102-50584





A playful landscape with a theme that continues in the wallpaper. In this play area there is 
a slide that the kids can crawl under, hills to balance on or jump from and the quants are 
fun to climb or cling onto. The floor is cushioning and approved for drops up to two meters.

www.rodeco.se       28     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 16,3 sqm

art.no 102-50576

Wallpaper
 included



Stones and junipers makes this area attractive. Children can hide and play peekaboo. The 
stones are fun to climb on and jump between. There is also fun to climb quants and a fun 
slide.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       29     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 17 sqm

art.no 102-50604



A small play area where the theme is continuing in the wallpaper. In this play area children 
can balance on the hills, play peekaboo or hide behind the junipers or in the cave. On the 
wall there is also an interactive screen with games of varying difficulty for different ages, 
but you can also select an alternative screen with movies.

www.rodeco.se       30     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 17 sqm

art.no 102-50527

Wallpaper
 included





Let the kids play in a corner. Here is everything you could wish for in a small space, a slide 
and hills to balance on or jump between. A climbing wall that becomes active challenge 
for the slightly older children. In the play area there is also two play modules and a screen 
with movies for a the quiet play. The products are made of fiberglass-reinforced plastic that 
has a layer of EPDM rubber. The floor has a shock absorbing surface that is approved for 
drops up to 2 meters.

www.rodeco.se       32     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 18 sqm

art.no 102-50518

Wallpaper
 included



A  play area in lovely summer colors. We have designed the playground, to challenge 
and stimulate children of different ages. The kids get to practice balance and train their 
strength. In the middle there is a stone with climbing grips and our quants is really a 
challenge to more advanced climbing, popular among the older kids.

www.rodeco.se       33     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 20 sqm

art.no 102-50607



A standalone play area that can be delivered as both pop up play and a fixed installation. 
The playground is inviting with fun activities like slides, hills and caves. An interactive 
display in a juniper is inviting to a more quite moment where the kids can choose between 
different games of varying difficulty for different ages.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       34     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 20 sqm

art.nro102-50556



Among rocks and junipers you can hide and play peekaboo. The rocks are fun to climb and 
jump between. This play area also offers fun to climb quants for the older children. 

www.rodeco.se       35     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 21,9 sqm

art.no  102-50552



It’s growing like crazy! In the sunny glade there is a small pond with water lilies, 
hummocks to climb and a bridge with a slide. The play area can be placed against a wall, 
choose from various motives for the theme wallpaper.

www.rodeco.se       36     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 28 sqm

art.no 102-50577

Wallpaper
 included



High and low, the different levels of the play area gives children a challange and 
stimulation. There is an intriguing nook for the smallest and bars attracting more advanced 
climbing for the older children. This play area gives an opportunity to practice balance and 
increase your strength.

www.rodeco.se       37     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 22 sqm

art.no  102-50559



An easy to place play area and a lots of fun for the younger kids with stones, junipers, 
caves and a slie. A playground for kids of four to six years for about ten to fifteen minutes.

www.rodeco.se       38     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 23 sqm

art.no 102-50547
POPUPPLAY



This exciting play area with meadows, ponds and mountains offers children good climbing, 
to practice their balance or an adveture in the cave. Can also be delivered with artificial 
turf.

www.rodeco.se       39     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 24 sqm

art.no 102-50524
POPUPPLAY



In this play area the kids can hide among stones and junipers, there is also a slide and a 
cave to explore. A playground for kids of four to six years for about ten to fifteen minutes.

www.rodeco.se       40     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 24 sqm

art.no 102-50542



This play area holds a lot – a climbing wall, a slide, quants, caves and hills. The different 
products in the play area gives children of different ages challanges and stimulation. 
Choose your size range.

www.rodeco.se       41     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play, adjustable size

art.no 102-50534

Wallpaper
 included



In this playground there is room for many activities, There is a slide, hills, caves and 
junipers. A lots of things for balancing on and jumping between. The climbing wall and 
quants is offering a challange for the older children. The play area also offers two play 
modules for calmer activities.

www.rodeco.se       42     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 28 sqm

art.no 102-50609

Wallpaper 
 included





Look! A fantasy filled lanscape with activity surfaces and flooring of shock-absorbing 
rubber. Children can climb in the beautiful rainbow bars, hide in the cave or climb the 
slide. Choose if you want the products to be installed on islands of rubber flooring, which 
in turn is placed on a floor of artificial turf. Then it is easier to move if the need arise.

www.rodeco.se       44     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 32 sqm

art.no 102-50535

Wallpaper
 included



In this play area the products is placed as small islands on a surface of artificial turf. Here 
you will find a hillside cave, a hollow tree that you both can crawl through and climb on, 
islands with volcanoes and a slide for smaller children. The products are removable so that 
the surface can be used for other activities.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       45     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 30 sqm

art.no 102-50612

Wallpaper
 included



A different shaped play area in lovely colors, there is a slide, a cave and quants to give 
older children the opportunity of a challenge. Children can climb, balance and play 
peekaboo. Shock-absorbing flooring in EPDM rubber, the products are made of reinforced 
fiberglass with a surface of EPDM rubber.

Indoor play 30 sqm

art.no 102-50554

www.rodeco.se       46     Tel 0120-299 80



A fully equipped playroom with a space theme, the playroom offers an exciting atmosphere 
with activities for children of different ages. There are play modules and movie area, a 
corner for crafts, games and cozy nooks. Complete with a ball pool, large pillows and 
interactive displays.

www.rodeco.se       47     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 31 sqm

art.no 102-50560

Wallpaper
 included



A large play area in a lovely theme with islands and waterways. The bridge is also a slide, 
there is an exciting cave and quants for older children.

www.rodeco.se       48     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 34 sqm

art.no 102-50557



The water theme is popular. In this landscape there is a fantasy island, junipers with 
mirrors, rainbow quants in different colors that invites to more advanced climbing. There is 
also a giant tussock to hide in.

www.rodeco.se       49     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 35 sqm

art.no 102-50610



In this beautiful fantasy landscape giant grass is growing. Jump on the tussocks or climb 
the high mountain that double as a slide.

www.rodeco.se       50     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 35 sqm

art.no 102-50550



This play area attracts visitors with imaginative activities. The surface topography is 
creating a exciting scenery in various levels. There is rainbows to climb, quants, slides, 
hills and a tower with play modules for quieter activities. Themed wallpaper is included.

www.rodeco.se       51     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 46 sqm

art.no 102-50562

Wallpaper
 included



Install a playroom for a high level of activity! This play area offers a true challenge with a 
lot of tough products for climbing. Combined with a craft corner this play area is complete 
and suitable for children in several age groups and with different activity needs.

www.rodeco.se       52     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 60 sqm

art.no 102-50544





This is one of our larger play areas suitable for children of varying age. Notice the crawl 
space, baby ring, for the really small kids. There is plenty of challenges for the ones who 
are a little older. Children can climb, crawl and practice balance. On the benches, parents 
can rest a while in the meantime.

www.rodeco.se       54     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 60 sqm

art.no 102-50561



A warm and nice scenery in the setting sun! The place is flooded with light from the sun 
rays and the graphics on the walls helps to create the atmosphere. The landscape is in 
different levels and forms an exciting and varied terrain.

www.rodeco.se       55     Tel 0120-299 80

Indoor play 118 sqm

art.no 102-50594

Wallpaper
 included



Outdoor playgrounds from 
RODECO is designed for 
fun and exciting play 

There is no such thing as to much fresh air. And children need to spend 
more time outdoors. Outdoor playgrounds from RODECO activates kids, 
train their motor skills and filles them up with energy. A fall or two does 
no harm but becomes exciting challenges and experiences.

Our designers know how kids play and how the play area needs to be adapted to fit 
different ages. The fantasy has no limits and neither has a playground from RODECO! 
It becomes a fun and safe meeting place for both kids and grown ups. Fill the play area 
with robust and safe products and activate your playful side! 

www.rodeco.se       56     Tel 0120-299 80



Play for outdoor use that includes many activities for children of different ages. Hills, 
shrubs and exciting animals becomes a jungle adventure. Children can climb, explore the 
cave and practice their balance.

www.rodeco.se       57     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 22 sqm

art.no 102-50533



A compact and robust outdoor play area. On the flowering meadow there is quants, 
stones, hills and even a house.

www.rodeco.se       58     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 28 sqm

art.no 102-50567



A simpel play area in lovely summer colors. Climb, explore the caves or slide down into the 
green grass.

www.rodeco.se       59     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 35 sqm

art.no 102-50568



This play area concists of products placed on a surface of grass or artificial turf. Creating 
small islands with activities for children of different ages. The kids can explore the cave, 
slide and climb the bridge. The products are easy to move if needed.

POPUPPLAY

www.rodeco.se       60     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 42 sqm

art.no 102-50545



A lareg play area filled with activities for the youngest as well as the older children. The 
birch is not only a tree, but also a comfortable seating area for the grown ups. This play 
area offers a lot. Caves to hide in, mountains and rainbows to climb, stones to balance and 
trees to hide behind.

www.rodeco.se       61     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 48 sqm

art.no 102-50511



A great play area filled with challenging activities for older kids. The 1,5 m high sun has 
climbing grips and a smooth surface wich also makes it work as a slide. A set of rainbow 
quants in different sizes creates a climbing challenge.

www.rodeco.se       62     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 52 sqm

art.no 102-50605



This color and fantasy filled playground  includes a big and exciting slide, giant grass and 
rainbow quants. The products is designed to fit kids of different ages as well as different 
activity needs. This play area also offers two comfortable benches for parents who want to 
sit down for a minute or two.

www.rodeco.se       63     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 87 sqm

art.no 102-50608



Let the kids visit the killer whale cave, slide down the whale and the giant starfish. 
The bigger kids can climb on forgotten fishing nets, bows and seaweed.

www.rodeco.se       64     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 150 sqm

art.no 102-50517



A really large play area with activities for both younger and older children. There is 
everything from playhouses to giant slides. The birches are designed so that parents can 
use it as comfortable bench.

www.rodeco.se       65     Tel 0120-299 80

Outdoor play 220 sqm

art.no 102-50549



A adventure pool should 
be both exciting and safe 

To make your new adventure pool the attractive 
experience you are looking for it needs to have a 
combination of exciting pedagogics and safety. This is 
achieved this by hiring skilled expertise from start to 
finish. 

A great adventure pool allows children, in safe forms, to train their water 
experience in a playful way. Good water habit is essential in swim practice.

Adventure pools from RODECO arouses curiosity and imagination. There 
is a lot to discover and explore for the smaller children. Waterwheels, 
water spouting sculptures, slides and other accessories for cooperation 
exercises. Theese are all things that stimulate the kids all senses.

Do you need more tips and advice when it comes to installing a new 
adventure pool in your facility? Do not hesitate to contact our experts and 
they will answer all the questions you might have.

www.rodeco.se       66     Tel 0120-299 80



Coast and Sea: Ship ahoy! There is no risk of running aground here, no. In this pool ther is 
both a lighthouse and a warning dot. The crab is guarding and the sea serpent is fun to sit 
on.

www.rodeco.se       67     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 16 sqm

art.no 102-50512



A tropical adventure pool: In this water play area, children can really occupy themselves 
during a long time. It offers slides, water squirting animals and a giant starfish.

www.rodeco.se       68     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 60 sqm

art.no 102-50513



GNESTA



An adventure in Inca land: An exotic adventure landscape with lots of activities: water 
cannons, slides, stairs and secret caves. An evocative landscape for all ages.

www.rodeco.se       70     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 80 sqm

art.no 102-50514





The west coast of Sweden - here we come: This large, detailed underwater landscape 
includes everything that is needed for fun and exciting bathing experiences for both older 
and younger kids. There are slides, a diving bell, fish and fountains.

www.rodeco.se       72     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 30 sqm

art.no 102-50515



The pirate fort: Exciting pirate pool with water cannons, slides, caves and secret stairways. 
A space for imaginative games.

www.rodeco.se       73     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 30 sqm

art.no 102-50580



The coral reef: An exciting underwater theme with many exciting activities. There are 
slides, water spouting sea anemones and fishes, shells and starfishes.

www.rodeco.se       74     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 30 sqm

art.no 102-50581



The coast is clear: Among the rock formations and large stones starfishes are hiding, crabs 
and water-spouting fish. An exciting cave has been formed by rocks where you can crawl in 
and then slide out into the water.

www.rodeco.se       75     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 27 sqm

art.no 102-50582



In the woods: Lets go to the forest, water flows from the cap of a mushroom, it is bubbling 
and squirting water from a large ladybug, there are waterfalls, and water spurting blades of 
grass. A cascade of water will come out of the mountain when you pull the hand pump and 
there are caves to crawl into aswell.

www.rodeco.se       76     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 28 sqm

art.no 102-50589



On the waterfront: Now it’s low tide and when the water receded  a lot of exciting things 
will appear at the beach. There are waterfalls, slides, water spouting sea serpents and 
water plants. The mini hot tub is a place to sit down and relax for a while.

www.rodeco.se       77     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 23 sqm

art.no 102-50590



Coast and Sea: An exciting bath experience among spouting fish and sea serpents. Beware 
to go aground! As a warning there are both beacons and lighthouses.

www.rodeco.se       78     Tel 0120-299 80

Adventure pool 18 sqm

art.no 102-50591





Create a fun play area  
in your waiting room,  
showroom or café 

Add products to create activity in you play area and make the 
waiting much more fun for your visitors. Theme wallpapers, comfy 
floor pillows and access to activities for both body and brain will 
make happy kids and happy parents. Do you want to have advice 
on how to create a nice and appealing play area for different ages?         

    Visit our web.

 Read more on our site 
www.webshop.rodeco.se



 Read more on our site 
www.rodeco.se



Choose the right  
safety floor
Your new play area is going to be an appealing attraction 
that allows children to play safe. Our experts has years 
of experience of play and play areas which means that 
we have unique knowledge on children’s play behaviours, 
constructions, materials and safety standards*.

A important factor of the safety is the choice of flooring. 
The development and use of schock absorbing flooring 
has contributed to the risk of injuries from falls decreased 
considerably.

This makes play areas from RODECO the safest on the 
market.

*)  The european standard for play equipment and shock absorbing 

surfaces SS-EN 1177 wih minimum requirements for safety.  

Used in assessing the safety of a product.



Flooring and foundations for indoor play 
Type of floor Foundation Rubber EVA Shock absorbing Absorbing Other

PUP 1 
(EPDM) 25 mm

Glass fiber • 
Particle plate 25 mm - - -

PUP 2 
(EPDM) 75 mm

Glass fiber • 
Particle plate 25 mm 50 mm - -

PUP 3 
(EPDM) 50 mm

Glass fiber • 
Particle plate 25 mm 25 mm - -

Freestanding 1 
(EPDM) 25 mm - 25 mm - - -

Freestanding 2 
(EPDM) 75 mm - 25 mm 50 mm - -

Flooring and foundations for outdoor play 
Type of floor Foundation Rubber EVA Shock absorbing Absorbing Other

Freestanding 3 
(EPDM) 75 mm - 50 mm black + 

25 mm - - -

Vinyl floors for indoor play rooms 
Type of floor Foundation Vinyl EVA Shock absorbing Absorbing Other

Vinyl/PE 
25 mm 3 mm cork 2 mm 22 mm - -

Vinylsport/PE 
30 mm 3 mm cork 8,3 mm 22 mm - - Shock absorbing 

foam carpet

Vinyl/ Foam 
15 mm

3 mm cork  
12 mm foam 2 mm - - -

Vinylsport/Foam 
20 mm 12 mm foam 8,3 mm - - - Shock absorbing 

foam carpet
Vinyl/Foam/MDF 

20 mm
12 mm foam 
8 mm MDF 2 mm - - -

Vinylsport 
8 mm 8,3 mm -

Artificial turf for indoor and outdoor play areas 
Type of floor Foundation Rubber EVA Shock absorbing Absorbing Other

Artificial turf 1 
indoor play - - 50 mm - -

EVA + artificial turf 
Fall protection 50 mm

Artificial  2 
outdoor play - - 50 mm - - EVA + artificial turf 

Fall protection 50 mm



RODECO  is producing, marketing och selling 
play areas for shopping centres, chain stores 
and department stores all over the world. 

SAFETY IN DELIVERY • PERSONAL SERVICE • GREAT KNOWLEDGE IN PLAY • QUICK ACCESS OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Bruksgatan 3 | 597 30 Åtvidaberg
Phone (+46) 0120-299 80

www.rodeco.se | info@rodeco.se


